
CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES



EL EVENTO LÍDER PARA LA INDUSTRIA 4.0 EN MÉXICO /
THE LEADING INDUSTRY 4.0 EVENT INMEXICO

+ 18,000 m2 / sqm 8 categorías  

de exposición /

exhibition categories

+ 30,000

visitantes / visitors

+ 2 expositores /

exhibitors

Programa único de 

aprendizaje /

Unique learning journey

+ 150 oradores y  

70 conferencias /

150 speakers & 70  

conferences

+ 200 líderes  

empresariales /   

business leaders



ITM OVERVIEW

Automation and Robotics

Digital Manufacturing and The Future

Industry 4.0 and IoT

Big Data

Smart Logistics

Cybersecurity

Sustainability

Additive Manufacturing

5G Tech

Women in industry



The conference area fosters innovation and dialogue moreover takes an educational 
approach to trends, challenges and opportunities on the Mexican market.

The sponsors will have the chance to showcase their services and products in greater 
depth. ITM has three conference areas where intellectual leaders, politicians, 
researchers, investors and companies can meet, dialogue and share ideas, theories 
and their vision of the future. 

CONFERENCIAS ITM

Benefits

Conference
Black

USD $15,500
(1x)

Conference
Platinium

USD $10,000 
(2x)

Conference
Gold 

USD $5,500
(3x) 

Conference
Basic

USD $3,500
(4x)

Internet presence

Detailed description of the company 

complete with logo, using information 

provided by the sponsor

6 lines 5 lines 4 lines 2 lines

Your logo on the official ITM website with a 

link to your own the website
X X

Your logo on the digital map of the

exhibition
X X X X

Brief description of the speaker’s 

background and conference on the website 

agenda, written up and authorized by the 

sponsor.

6 lines 5 lines 4 lines 2 lines

Dissemination of the 

conference/workshop/seminar program

prior to the event on social media

(Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)

X X X X

On-site publication promoting the 

conference and inviting people to attend. X

* These sponsorships are only given to ITM2020 contracted exhibitors.



CONFERENCIAS ITM

Benefits

Conference
Black

USD $15,500
(1x)

Conference
Platinium

USD $10,000 
(2x)

Conference
Gold 

USD $5,500
(3x) 

Conference
Basic

USD $3,500
(4x)

Your logo will appear on:

Conference screens and will be repeated at 

the end of each conference and during 

recesses

X X

Conference ID tags X

Main pre-registration site and confirmation

e-mails.
X X

Screen showing the conference agenda X X X X

Digital articles published with reference

being made to the conference agenda / 

educational program, using information

provided by the sponsor

X X

The conference agenda published on ITM 

social media (LinkedIn, Facebook and 

Twitter)

X X X

Company positioning

Slot for one-hour speech in the main

conference area.
X

Slot for 30min individual conferences with 

educational/informative content over the 

three days of the event.

4 3 2 1

Title of the conference, photo of speaker, 

company logo and link to your company’s 

website published in the conference 

agenda.

X X

Information on the conference and the 

name of your company published in the 

conference agenda.

X X

Conference theme, name of the speaker 

and your company logo on the conference 

agenda projected on the digital screen the 

day of the event. 

X X

Conference  theme, name of the speaker

and name of your company

on the conference agenda projected on the 

digital screen the day of the event.

X X

Access to Networking Area, including food 

and beverage service. X X X X

* These sponsorships are only given to ITM2020 contracted exhibitors.



CONFERENCIAS ITM

Beneficios como asociado

Conference
Black

USD $15,500
(1x)

Conference
Platinium

USD $10,000 
(2x)

Conference
Gold 

USD $5,500
(3x) 

Conference
Basic

USD $3,500
(4x)

Posicionamiento de la empresa

Distribution of promo articles in the 

conference area during the sponsor’s 

conference. Only sustainable items 

approved by the ITM organizing committee 

are permitted and these must be produced 

and distributed by the sponsor

X

Passes to educational program 12 9 6 3

Mention as official sponsor at press 

conferences
X

Extra pass to the Industry Night opening 

show
1 1 1 1

* These sponsorships are only given to ITM2020 contracted exhibitors.

Prices do not include VAT



SLOTS DE CONFERENCIAS

Benefits Details / Features USD $

Keynote conference at main venue (1 

hour)

Theme to be defined with the ITM
organizing committee. Venue to 

be decided by organizer
$ 11,500

Educational talk /conference focused on

market challenges and practical 

solutions at alternate venues (40 min)
Content to be defined with ITM 

organizing committee. Venues to 

be decided by organizer

$ 7,800

Discussion panel spread over 

conference venues (1 hour) $ 7,800

Case studies, industrial solutions, 

success cases (30 min)

Content to be defined with ITM 

organizing committee
$ 2,000

Prices do not include VAT

* These sponsorships are only given to ITM2020 contracted exhibitors.



To guarantee the efficient rendering of  the aforementioned services, the information 
specified in the contract form should be e-mailed to the Hannover Fairs México team 
before the established deadline.

Deadline: June 17, 2020
E-mail: hassel.castanos@hfmexico.mx

Forms:
• Send your company logo in vector (.jpg, .gif) and print format  .pdf or .ai (360 dpi).

Clauses:
• Any sponsorship package acquired after the aforementioned deadline will be subject to 

change, pursuant to the directives of the organizing committee.

If you are interested in a partnership or sponsorship package please contact:
Detalle de Contacto
América Neri america.neri@hfmexico.mx
Teléfono: +52 (55)7028-3335

ITM 2020 Sponsorship and Partnership Specifications

mailto:hassel.castanos@hfmexico.mx
mailto:america.neri@hfmexico.mx



